After brief reviews on the high sensitivity to water content and multivalent-ion adsorption of a peak in the homogeneous NIPA/SA gels' the small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles, the influence of the crosslinker concentration, which gives rise to the heterogeneity in the NIPA/SA gel, on the SAXS peak has been reported. It has been found that there is a considerable change in the location and intensity of the SAXS peak around a certain crosslinker concentration where the gels become opaque.
INTRODUCTION
In some polymer solution systems, the constituent's compatibilities are known to affect its internal structure [1] . In addition, the electrostatic force also influences the system stability balance. One of the most famous instances is the micro-phase separation observed in the weakly charged polymer solution systems. In connection with this structural anomaly, the authors have been paying attention to the emergence of a nanostructure in the dehydrated hydrogels composed of network polymers with partly charged and partly hydrophobic side chains.
The hydrogels' properties are much affected by the interaction changes between solvent and polymer network. One of the illustrious instances is the property change in N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPA) gel with increasing temperature. With the alteration in isopropyl-group's water compatibility from hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity, the NIPA gel shows a small and continuous volume variation around 36°C. The volume variation is enhanced by introducing ionic groups into the gel network, which is demonstrated by drastic volume changes of some ionized NIPA gels such as N-isopropylacrylamide/acrylic acid (NIPA/AAc) copolymer gels and N-isopropylacrylamide/sodium acrylate (NIPA/SA) copolymer gels [2] . In these ionized NIPA gels, discrete volume changes occur at higher temperatures than that of the pure NIPA gel, which are result from an additional expanding force caused by the electrostatic interaction between the ionized groups connected to the network and small ions in the solvent surrounding them [3, 4] . Such drastic gels' volume changes with varying environmental conditions are called as the volume phase transition [2, 5] .
In addition to the abovementioned macroscopic changes, there also takes place a structural variation in nano-scales by introducing the ionized-groups into the pure NIPA gel: In the NIPA/AAc gel above the volume phase transition temperature, it was found that a distinct peak comes out in SANS profiles demonstrating a micro-phase separation caused by a delicate interaction balance among the ingredients in the gel [6, 7] .
The authors have been thinking that an interaction-force conflict causing a nano-structural emergence will also occur by changing a parameter other than temperature and have been paying attention to the property change of hydrogels by dehydration, because the dehydration is one of the most common phenomena by which the hydrogels also exhibit a large volume change like the volume phase transition. Besides, the dehydration of the hydrogel gives rise to the vitrification of the hydrogels [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Moreover, the resemblance between the dehydration process and the volume phase transition seems still important, because the related interactions are almost same between the dehydration process and the volume phase transition of the NIPA/SA gel and the properties of both the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel and shrunk NIPA/AAc gel by the volume phase transition should be almost identical. Such the features are similar to that in the micro-phase separation above the volume phase transition temperature in the NIPA/AAc gel observed by the previous SANS measurements [6, 7] . Therefore, though it should be reminded that the driving forces of the dehydration and the volume phase transition are quite different [13] , many features in the anomalies and the superficial property changes during the dehydration process and volume phase transition can be explained in the same way.
In these circumstances, the authors performed a SAXS investigation of the dehydrated and re-moistened NIPA/SA gels in the previous study [13] . To be concrete, two dehydrated NIPA/SA gel disks (10×t1 mm and 12 mg) were prepared and a small amount of water (12 μL) was added to one of them. The water contents (namely,
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34 [3] 461-464 (2009) the weight ratio of solvent to network) of the dehydrated and re-moistened gels were 0.3 and 1.3, respectively. Then, their SAXS profiles were observed. Fig. 1 shows the SAXS profiles of the dehydrated and re-moistened NIPA/SA gels. As shown in the figure, there is a distinct peak in the SAXS profiles of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel, while the peak is not observed in that of the re-moistened gel. The emergence of the distinct SAXS peak by dehydration indicates realization of a sharply outlined nano-structure; and the vanishment of the peak from the SAXS profile of the re-moistened gel reveals the high sensitiveness of the nano-structure to the environment. After then, the authors carried out a series of the SAXS investigations of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with changing the amount ratio of NIPA and SA and the SANS investigations of the NIPA/SA gel with changing heavy-water content; they found that the distinct peak in the SAXS and SANS profile emerges only in their restricted range [14] , which also revealed high sensitivity of the SAXS peak to the environmental condition.
In relation to the characteristics of the SAXS peak in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel, it may be necessary to refer to other SAXS peak's characteristic features when the dehydrated gel contains a multivalent ion. Ionized polymers are known to have an ability to capture multivalent ions in cooperation with several ionized side chains. Such a phenomenon can be utilized for detecting and/or capturing toxic multivalent ions in waste solutions. Jacson et al. devised a sensor sensitive to multivalent metal ions made of the ionized gel [15] , which indicates a potential usage of the ionized gel in many fields. Therefore, the authors have been also investigating the ion-capturing feature of the ionized gel [16, 17] and nano-structural feature of the dehydrated ion-captured-gel [18, 19] . Fig. 2 shows the SAXS profile of a simply dehydrated NIPA/SA (500mM/200mM) gel and that of the dehydrated one after adsorbing copper ion in a 0.2mM CuCl 2 aqueous solution [18, 19] . As can be easily seen from the figure, the SAXS peak position of the desiccated copper-ion-adsorbed substance becomes lower than that of the simply dehydrated NIPA/SA gel indicating a correlation length of the nano-structure in the dehydrated gel becomes smaller with the existence of the copper ion. In addition to the simple electrostatic neutralization, such a feature can be result from the chelated-bridge formation between negatively-charged monovalent carboxyl-groups of the gel-network side-chains via positively-charged multivalent copper ions. By this SAXS peak behaviour, it is demonstrated that the related nano-structure in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel is very sensitive to the environmental condition as well as the water content mentioned above. In addition to the SAXS peak position, the peak broadening shown in Fig.2 with the existence of the copper ion in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel also exhibits high sensitivity of the peak to the environmental conditions through the heterogeneity of the domain structure. Though this peak broadening feature indicates a heterogeneous feature of the cheated regions, it is thought to be relatively small in the condition shown in the figure, because a clear SAXS peak can be still clearly observed in the SAXS profile. The author also observed the SAXS profiles of the dehydrated ionadsorbed NIPA/SA gels for 14 kinds of ion (Li ) and revealed a systematic distribution of the peak position utilizing the high environmental sensitivity of the SAXS peak: in the distribution, the most effective condition seems the ionic charge number, and the next one, the ion-radius [19] . In these circumstances, it should be natural that they want to know where the adsorbed ions are located. In order to examine the location of the copper-distributed region in the dehydrated copper-adsorbed NIPA/SA gel, the author also observed the incident-X-ray energy dependence of the SAXS profile across the Cu K absorption edge and found that the SAXS peak intensity takes a minimum around the SAXS peak position at the Cu K absorption Fig. 1 Emergence of a distinct peak by dehydration in the SAXS profile of a NIPA/SA (500mM/ 200mM) gel and vanishment of the peak by re-moisturizing the dehydrated gel [13] . The water contents of the dehydrated and re-moisturized gels are 0.3 and 1.3, respectively. Fig. 2 The SAXS profile of a simply dehydrated NIPA/SA (500mM/200mM) gel and that of the dehydrated one after absorbing Cu 2+ ion in a 0.2mM CuCl2 aqueous solution [18, 19] .
edge [20] . Because the anomalous dispersion effect only occurs by the copper element at the absorption edge, this feature directly indicates a close relation between the Cu II distribution and hydrophilic domain structure. This result indicates a localized distribution of the copper ions in the hydrophilic domain.
In the previous paragraphs, it is described that the SAXS peak in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel emerges with a delicate balance of the interactions to actualize the corresponding nano-structure [21, 22] . From the industrial point of view, these features can be utilized for the control of the nano-structure by handling macroscopic parameters without requiring complicated equipments. In addition to such an application of the nano-structural change by the environmental condition, the authors expect that the SAXS profile features in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel can be utilized for sensing an environmental change of the nano-structure with a high sensitivity. Along this line, the authors have utilized the SAXS peak of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel to investigate the nano-structural feature of a heterogeneity occurrence in the gels.
In addition to the occurrence of the abovementioned micro-phase separation, another famous nano-structural anomaly takes place in the hydrogels with excessive dosage of the crosslinker in the preparation procedure: they become opaque with a small crosslinker amount change across a certain crosslinker concentration (C 0 ) indicating the occurrence of an inhomogeneity of the light-wavelength scale [23] . This feature causes drastic turbidity change, many studies are carried out. However, so far, though they are mainly focused on the micrometer-scale structure and the elastic light scattering properties [24] , and almost no investigations have been reported on the nano-structural relation between the above-mentioned two characteristic anomalies in the hydrogels.
Therefore, in the present study, the authors have investigated the effect of the crosslinker amount on the SAXS profile of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel especially paying attention the nano-structural change around C 0 .
EXPERIMENTALS
The NIPA/SA gels were synthesized by a free radical polymerization of 5g of the pre-gel solutions {NIPA (500mM), SA (200mM), different amounts of N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (BIS) from 0.5wt% to 2.5wt% and N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-ethylenediamine (10µL)} initiated by adding a small amount of ammonium persulfate (0.05wt%). The gelation was carried out 24 hours at 5 ˚C. Then, disk-shaped (10mm in radius and 3mm in thickness) specimens were cut off from the gel block and bathed in pure water for 24 hours in order to remove unreacted ingredients. After then, the specimens were dried to 0.2 in water content in a desiccator (25ºC and 30 RH %) for 6 days. In the present study, the wet NIPA/SA gels with more than 1.5wt% of BIS are opaque, while all the dehydrated specimens are transparent.
Observation of the SAXS profiles were carried out at room temperature with a SAXS apparatus (SAXES) installed at BL10C of Photon Factory in Institute of Materials Structure Science (IMSS), High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Japan. An X-ray beam from a synchrotron orbital radiation (1.3918Å in wave-length) was used as a light source of SAXES and the intensity distribution of the scattered X-ray was sensed with a scattering vector ranged from 8.0×10 −3 to 2.0×10 −1 Å −1 . The observed X-ray intensity was corrected for the cell scattering and absorption, and then normalized with the thickness of the sample and irradiated time. By these correction and normalization, the value of final data straightforwardly corresponds to the scattering efficiency.
RESULTS
As mentioned in the section of the preparation process, the NIPA/SA gels with more than 1.5wt% of BIS are opaque, which indicates that a drastic nano-structural change can occur around this crosslinker concentration. Therefore, the SAXS profile observation was performed across this concentration. Fig. 3 shows the SAXS profiles of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gels with the different crosslinker amounts, 0.5wt% (open circle), 1.5wt% (closed circle) and 2.5wt% (open triangle) measured in the present investigation. A glance at the figure clearly shows that there is considerable difference between the SAXS profiles with the amount of the crosslinker: as in the previous studies, a distinct peak is clearly observed in the SAXS profile of the dehydrated specimen with the crosslinker concentration of 0.5wt%, while the SAXS peak becomes drastically weaker in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with the crosslinker concentration of 1.5wt%, and the peak cannot be easily distinguished in the dehydrated gel with the crosslinker concentration of 2.5wt% which can be scarcely observed on the skirts of the strong central peak as a very small shoulder. By a roughly estimation, the peak intensity of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with the crosslinker concentration of 1.5wt% is a sixth of that with the concentration of 0.5wt%. It should be very surprising that the nano-structure which gives rise to the SAXS peak suffers such a remarkable change with only 1wt% difference of the crosslinker concentration. In addition to Fig. 3 The SAXS profiles of dehydrated NIPA/ SA gel with several crosslinker (BIS) concentrations. This gel (before dehydration) becomes opaque with the crosslinker concentration of 1.5%.
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34 [3] 461-464 (2009) Transaction of the Materials Research Society of Japanthe peak intensity, it can easily become aware that the SAXS peak position shifts toward the lower-q region with increasing the crosslinker concentration: the peak position of the SAXS profile of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with 0.5wt% of crosslinker concentration is ~0.044Å -1 and that of the with the concentration 1.5wt% is ~0.034 Å -1 . Therefore, the corresponding the correlation lengths are estimated ~143Å in the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with 0.5wt% of the crosslinker concentration and ~185 Å that with 1.5wt% of the concentration. From this estimation, ~30% of the correlation length changes with only 1wt% of the crosslinker concentration. Besides, the SAXS peak intensity decreases considerably, while the peak width does not seem to change so much.
DISCUSSIONS
Let us examine the SAXS profiles more in detail. In the previous SAXS measurement, it was found that the intensity of the scattered X-ray from the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel is very strong, while that of wet gel is very weak [13] . This feature indicates a dense assembly of scatterers in the dehydrated gel, while, their dilute distribution in the wet gel. As is well-known, because the X-ray scattering amplitude increases with the mass number of the corresponding atom, the sodium ion can be the most probable X-ray scatterer in the ingredients composing the NIPA/SA gel. Besides, because the ionization tendency of the sodium ion is high, the sodium ion density can be higher near the hydrophilic group in the side chain compared with the hydrophobic one. Namely, in the SAXS measurements, the hydrophilic clusters are observed through the high X-ray scattering amplitude of the sodium ion.
The emergence of the distinct peak in the SAXS profile demonstrates the existence of a distinct structure in the dehydrated gel. First of all, the authors confirmed a clear peak in the SAXS profile of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with 0.5wt% of the crosslinker concentration, which indicates that the domains in the dehydrated gel are arranged almost in the same spatial frequency. As for the SAXS peak intensity of the dehydrated NIPA/SA gel with 1.5wt% of the crosslinker concentration, it is much smaller than the dehydrated gel with 0.5wt% of the crosslinker concentration. On the other hand, the correlation length of the 1.5wt% crosslinker gel is considerably larger than that of the 0.5wt% crosslinker gel. Such features indicate the diluted distribution of the sodium ions in the hydrophilic domains in a wider range in the 1.5wt% crosslinker gel. In order to understand these features more in detail, it may be important to recall that the opaqueness becomes extremely large in the wet NIPA/SA gels above 1.5wt% of the crosslinker concentration. The coincidence of the light scattering anomaly in the wet NIPA/SA gel and the nano-scale structural anomaly in the dehydrated gel seems to indicate important meaning in the relation between them.
The detailed investigations are in progress including the analyzing methods related to the micro-phase separation.
